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COMPLETED PROJECTS AND ACTIVITIES

Governance

The Standards Committee met on a monthly basis throughout the year and held a meeting at the Annual Conference via Zoom. See appendix A for Standards Committee meeting minutes for 2020-2021.

Technical Subcommittees and Task Forces

**TS-GRD** subcommittee’s work continued to be impacted by the ramifications of the COVID-19 pandemic and some uncertainty about next steps. The Standards Committee has been in touch in July and August of 2021 and is now working with the TS to support some tangible next steps for gathering feedback prior to beginning a more extensive revision project. They are also requesting some new members to support additional directions. See “Questions and Concerns for Council Attention” below. See Appendix B for a summary of recent conversations and updates from TS-GRD.

**TS-DACS** revisited the tabled proposed Rights Statement for Archival Description. Following a request from Council, TS-DACS solicited additional feedback from the community, which was received and analyzed in the fall of 2020. TS-DACS submitted a revised proposal to the Standards Committee, which was approved and submitted to Council in March 2021. Following Council approval, TS-DACS has been working on updating documentation, education, and outreach strategies to address implementation of the Rights Statements for Archival Description (8.2) and the Rights Statement for Archival Authority Records (13.11). As part of this process, TS-DACS has also taken the lead in developing some guidance/best practices on gathering community feedback for revisions and new standards, which the Standards Committee hopes to help create documentation on for future groups.

**TS-EAS** is continuing to prepare for a major revision in 2021. In addition, they were able to pilot Standards Committee’s new workflow for minor changes to technical standards on a continuous revision cycle by submitting some EAD changes. As our test case, they are helping us refine the use of our form and submission process to manage this workflow, which has allowed them to complete some bug fixes on a quicker timeline. This year saw release of the EAC-CPF 2.0 draft schemas and new Tag Library in March, and the group is also working to develop a Best Practice Guide for EAC-CPF 2.0 and EAD. Another highlight is the release an EAC 1.0 to EAC 2.0 conversion process.

**TS-AFG** terms were set to expire in 2020, but were extended by Council for an additional two years. Mid-way through this year, the current (and only) co-chair needed to step down. Work has continued on updating the 2009 Archival and Special Collections Facilities: Guidelines for
Archivists, Librarians, Architects and Engineers, but was temporarily delayed from lack of leadership. The Standards Committee co-chair and our liaison to the TS has been meeting with the TS to encourage new leadership, connect members with additional SAA resources, and figure out next steps to keep work on track.

**SAA-ACRL/RBMS Joint Task Force** *Guidelines on Access to Research Materials in Archives and Special Collections Libraries* were submitted to Council at the end of last year and were approved in September 2020.

**External representatives**
The Representative to the **ALA Committee on Cataloging: Description and Access (CC:DA)** and the **Library of Congress MARC Advisory Committee (MAC)** position is no longer active. There is some discussion/investigation currently underway to learn if this group was disbanded, as the SAA website indicates, or if we are still supposed to have a liaison.

Following discussion at the Standards Annual Meeting in 2020, which recommended continued representation, if possible, SAA representation to **NISO** was disbanded.

See Appendix F for the report from the representative to **ICA-EGAD**.

**Liaisons**
The committee continues to use liaisons to SAA component groups for such purposes as calls for comments on draft standards, staying connected to groups that maintain standards, and bringing questions to co-chairs' attention.

**Endorsements and comments**

Standards Committee did not participate in any external standards reviews this year. We expect to participate in at least one in the upcoming year.

**Standards development and revision**

*Describing Archives: A Content Standard (New required elements)*

- Sent change request to Council to add right statement for archival description (DACS 8.2) and Rights Statement for Archival Authority Records (13.11) to Council in February 2021. Approved via electronic vote and discussion by Council in March 2021.
- Started work on a plan for principles implementation, which will be a multi-year project, in March 2021.

- Approved by Council September 2020. (Item IV.A, Council meeting minutes, September 20, 2020)

Museum Archives Guidelines (Revision)

- Museum Section is working on revised guidelines, delayed by COVID-19.
- Guidelines put out for comment, January 2021.
- Standards Committee expects to receive guidelines for review in September/October 2021.

EAC-CPF (Revision)

- Call for comments released in February 2021, with feedback due by June 30, 2021.
- TS is working on including comments and changes from July-October 2021.

EAD (Revision)

- Revision proposed to Standards in November 2020 and was approved by email vote.
- Minor changes to EAD3 submitted in Standards in May 2021 and were approved by email vote.

College and University Guidelines (Revision)

- Submitted proposal for revisions. Following discussion at a Standards Committee meeting, proposal was returned due to concerns about timeline, feedback, and sustainability.
- Received revised proposal in June 2021 and voted by email to approve the revision.
- Waiting on final package (likely 2022).

TS-GRD (Revision)

- Plans for a survey were postponed.
- TS-GRD has identified some particular areas of emphasis for inclusion in the guidelines and is working on a plan to gather feedback.

TS-AFG (Revision)

- Three new members were added to the roster in November 2020.
- Charge of existing members extended in December 2020.
- After the departure of co-chair in spring 2021, the TS is working on reforming, new leadership is volunteering, and a regular meeting schedule will be forthcoming to continue the work.
Guidelines for Accessible Archives for People with Disabilities (Custodianship change)

- Accessibility & Disability Section is requesting custodianship of the Guidelines for Accessible Archives for People with Disabilities, which was originally placed under the custodianship of the Reference, Access, and Outreach Section at the time of its approval in March 2019.
- Accessibility & Disability Section (ADS) wasn’t approved and formed until August 2019.
- Accessibility & Disability Section leadership approached the RAO with an eye toward the 2022 revision cycle.
- Standards Committee reviewed the joint proposal from ADS and RAO sections and voted to approve by email.
- Standards Committee expects a proposal for revision from ADS sometime in the upcoming year.

Best Practices in Accessioning (proposed standard)

- Standards Committee received a proposal to begin development for Best Practices in Accessioning in October 2020. For now, work is expected to take place under the auspices of the Acquisitions and Appraisal Section.
- Standards Committee voted in favor of the standard’s development progressing with a joint task force and provided extensive feedback.
- A liaison was appointed to the working group in November 2020 and a new liaison will be appointed in fall 2021.

ONGOING PROJECTS AND ACTIVITIES

Continuous revision procedures
Submission packed for revisions to section V.E. Ongoing Revision of Standards in the Procedures for Review and Approval of an SAA-Developed Standard was submitted to Council in September 2020 for approval. This included new definitions for major and minor changes to a standard, modified workflows for minor changes, and a new form for submitting minor changes to the Standards Committee. This was approved by Council. (Item II.C, January 13, 2021) We have been through this new process with TS-EAS once already this year, allowing for faster approval and improvement of the standard.

Standards Portal Review and Updates
Maintenance of the Standards Portal has been an ongoing concern for the Standards Committee for several years due to the complexity of the review process and multiple identified issues related to the inclusion of links to external standards. We completed the systematic review begun in October 2019 and were able to determine which SAA standards had not been updated in more than 5 years. A survey was conducted with five responsible sections and most were determined
to either be planning a review or a review was underway. We also identified several orphan standards which raise some questions about future management. Our next steps involve working with Council to determine appropriate managers for those standards (see “questions and concerns for Council attention” below), creating a workflow for making edits to web pages for standards, and developing a sustainability plan for managing external standards linked to the portal.

**INITIATIVES ASSOCIATED WITH THE 2020–2022 STRATEGIC PLAN**

**Goal 1: Advocating for Archives and Archivists**
The approval and inclusion of DACS 8.2 and 13.11 as required elements will help archivists develop descriptions that can be used, re-used, and re-purposed between archives and beyond, engaging not only with other archivists and archives, but also with scholars, in aggregators, and in the linked data environment (1.1), especially as descriptions and how we create them are becoming more inclusive in practice.

The Standards Committee is all about making sure that good, solid guidelines and best practices exist, that they are accessible to professionals in our field, and that documentation is up-to-date. The 2020-2021 year for the committee has seen the launch of revisions, reviews, and new standard proposals that will significantly impact the way in which archivists accession, describe, and provide access to archival materials (1.3, 1.4).

**Goal 2: Enhancing Professional Growth**
The Standards Committee hosted its first early-career member in 2020-2021 (2.1) to provide experience in SAA operations and we look forward to hosting our second one in 2021-2022.

Improving the continuous revision cycle by allowing Standards Committee control over approving minor changes means we are facilitating more up-to-date, accurate information to archivists doing the work and using the standards (2.2).

**Goal 3: Advancing the Field**
The approval of to begin the process of a set of best practices for accessioning is indicative of Standards Committee’s willingness to support new guidelines where they are needed (3.1). Appointing a liaison to help usher this process along, since it may also relate to the creation of a new section, assures that the committee stay up-to-date and provide expertise where needed.

Inclusion of early career archivists in the Standards Committee and technical sub-committee membership supports the development of leadership skills (3.4).

**Goal 4: Meeting Members’ Needs**
While the discussions around the approval of DACS 8.2 and 13.11 were sometimes challenging, the big takeaway from the experience has been more guidance on the community feedback
process (4.2) and potentially improved workflows for the process. The Standards Committee is hoping to create some guidance for future revisions of documentation and we are working with TS-DACS, since their efforts led to some great ideas about the community feedback process. This information has already been shared via the Standards Committee Annual Meeting.

While Standards Portal updates are on-going, completing our survey of the portal has allowed us to identify targeted standards that need updating, workflows that could be improved, and next steps for a sustainable portal management plan. This will, we hope, create more opportunities for section leadership to manage their content and convey updates more easily (4.1, 4.2).

**QUESTIONS AND CONCERNS FOR COUNCIL ATTENTION**

This has been a busy year for the Standards Committee and not surprisingly, this has brought a number of questions forward. We’re grateful for the support from our Council Liaison, SAA staff, and Council as a whole, as we have begun to deal with changes, issues, and concerns. That being said, we have several outstanding questions/concerns:

- The service terms for Standards’ external rep to NISO and the rep to ALA/Description & Access and MAC both ended September 1, 2020 and we are not aware of new appointments to replace these two ex officio members of the committee. This note was from last year and as far as we know, this is still the case. However, we recently received a question from someone about our representation on CC:DA and there is some confusion about whether this group has disbanded or whether Standards missed information on a reappointment.
- TS-GRD currently has four members and the terms of all members expire in August 2022. Work was delayed and while the TS is regrouping, they are considering some new directions and have requested new members with additional expertise. We will work with the TS to identify some potential new members (and this could help us with the issue of staggering terms, since the work will not likely be done within the year).
- TS-AFG is regrouping and with new co-chairs nearly confirmed, they are in the process of figuring out the status of various sections. Standards is going to assist in connecting them to Publications for some questions they have. More of the actual writing is done than not, but it’s possible they will need an extension on their terms, which are all set to expire in 2022.
- In working on the Standards Portal overhaul, we have identified several orphan standards, created either by defunct task forces, ad hoc working groups, and in one case, Council. We may need some assistance in identifying the appropriate owner/manager for these standards, several of which need updating, or support to dissolve their use. It’s also possible we may want to keep them, but we want to consult with SAA leadership about how to manage those going forward.
Appendix A: Standards Minutes, 2020-2021

Standards Committee meeting
October 2020

1. Updates
2. JTF-Access
   1. Council interested in creative ways to release information about JTF of the recently approved guidelines. JTF has disbanded, but perhaps those members are willing to help out with distribution. If anyone has ideas, we can share that with Meg.
   2. See if there’s a way to do something joint with RBMS
3. DACS Music Supplement
   1. Approved and up on the website now
4. Council updates
   1. Approved revision of access to guidelines
   2. Discussion around new section for accessioning--has returned to petitioners
      i. No concerns about champion for new standard proposal, even if there isn’t a section
   3. Discussed topics for listening sessions (budget deep dives, sections/component group sustainability, virtual annual meeting planning for 2021 + more!); survey will go out to members
   4. Council will be alternating meetings with listening sessions
   5. 2021 conference--more info coming as council gets it; decision probably forthcoming in Dec/Jan
5. Major/Minor
   1. Gone to council at last!
   2. We’ll see what happens next
   1. Question from Museum Section:
      i. Did council vote on the revision project?
      ii. Doesn’t need agenda item on Council to start working on it. So, it just needs a wave to go ahead from Standards.
      iii. Work has already started (Standards was brought in late) and should continue.
      iv. Will tell them to carry on.
   2. CUAS is going to submit a proposal to revise their standard.
      i. Coming to us before our next meeting in Nov.
      ii. Like Museum Section, this doesn’t need to go to Council.
iii. CUAS has a little more time, given that info, and if they can still get it to us in Nov, that would be good.

3. Archival Facilities Guidelines:
   i. Confirmation from two new members for subcommittee!
   ii. Info forthcoming to Standards and Michele will send things to admin for appointments
   iii. This would probably be the first joint SAA/ACA + CCA?
   iv. Would be published in English and French, as a Canadian standard

4. TS-EAS
   i. Three new members, including an early career
   ii. First meeting since SAA is tomorrow
   iii. EAC-CPF revision continues and a call for comments in Dec/Jan
   iv. EAD group preparing proposal for revision of EAD3 that would start next year. It might come to Standards this calendar year or early next.

5. TS-DACS
   i. No updates

7. Discussion and vote on Development of New Standard Proposal for Best Practices in Accessioning
   1. Looks good + glad to see the initiative is happening
   2. Projected timeline question: seems to start late? We believe this is currently tied to the IMLS grant cycle and hopefully getting that; can’t realistically do an in-person summit
   3. Are they going to have to remind Standards in 2022 when they start taking action? Is there something we need to do to keep track of that?
      i. Once it goes forward and is approved, someone from that JTF will be appointed to Standards to keep track of the process and timing
      ii. They are already doing research and starting preliminary work
   4. They asked us about which component group might host/management the process (so it isn’t an orphan) and a question was raised about whether they should wait for an accessioning section (in progress) or not.
      i. If the section isn’t formed, Acq + App can serve as the sponsoring body to kick off the JTF or TS or whatever body this is
      ii. There is some communication between the people behind this and Council
      iii. Does this need to be documented in the proposal?
   5. Budgetary implication is lacking in some specifics about IMLS and what they would need from SAA. This is not needed yet, since it’s not a formal request, but it would have been helpful.
   6. Small missed opportunity: “accessioning is a rich and varied hybrid of many discrete duties encompassing a wide spectrum of pre- and post-custodial work” but it doesn’t explain what those duties are.
7. PDF deliverable is fine, but isn’t necessarily the best format. They may want to consider other alternatives or at least have good control of their documents on their end.

8. Maintenance of docs over time: Teresa has kept Word docs of some things for groups in the past, so perhaps SAA can keep a copy.

9. Vote: Yea + we’ll pass along feedback

8. Standards Portal
   1. Portal update logistics issue – discussion and brainstorm
      i. Spreadsheet to track changes
      ii. We’re going to move content from Google Docs to spreadsheet for end of 2020
      iii. Then we can start contacting component groups about updates to content & work on gathering/noting changes to send to Matt Black
      iv. Develop a form for component groups to submit info about their standard after we reach out
   2. Goal setting for 2020

Standards Committee meeting
November 12, 2020

1. Updates
   1. Accessions working group and new liaison
      i. Wendy will serve as the Standards liaison to the emerging working group; we’ll appoint someone new for the next couple of years
   2. RiC updates
      i. RiC is publishing a new version of the Ontology and CM by the end of this month for comment again
      ii. If we want to provide joint feedback, we could look at forming a group in December
   3. Liaison updates
      i. TS-AFG: Vice President Courtney Chartier has confirmed the full list of recommended appointees to the TS-AFG. Our complete roster was posted on the SAA website on Nov. 6 and they welcomed three new members to the TS-AFG - Susanne, Lisa and Bryan. Michelle is in the process of sending out sections of the standard for review and writing new sections.
      ii. EAS: New outreach group is working on webinars for early next year. Looking to do more collaboration with EAS Section. EAC revision is moving forward, call for comment starting in January, with the hopes of releasing around SAA 2021. EAD tag library updates are
needed/major-minor revisions. EAD review and revision, with the plan of kicking off next year.

iii. DACS: Matthew is pulling together revised package for Rights Statements for resubmission. Road map for new principles implementation within and beyond the standard.

2. Major/minor revisions
   1. Going to Council this month

3. Regarding proposals
   1. Could we create Google Docs for proposals prior to the meeting for comments on proposals? Yes, definitely!
      i. We will create Google Docs for EAD and CUA proposals for written feedback this week and will plan to vote electronically early next week.
   2. Are reviews and revisions a separate process or do they generally happen together?
      i. We’ve reached out to SAA governance, and it’s not 100% the case, but sometimes the steps are combined. Most reviews lead to a revision as part of the process.
   3. Reminder that submitting a package to Standards, in addition to publication, is a last step

4. EAD proposal review and vote
   1. Comments:
      i. Timeline organization is a little confusing
         1. Based on anticipated timelines for parts of the work timeline.
            Month numbers are a guess at indicators for beginning and end dates.
         ii. What role will major/minor revision play? This review is for setting up the major revision process of EAD. That shouldn’t impact this proposal.
   2. Feedback for Section:
      i. Create Google Doc to submit comments, vote electronically next week

5. Colleges and University Guidelines proposal review and vote
   1. There have been some failed attempts to revise this standard in the past, which is not in the proposal (Council looked at this in 2005, feedback was provided, but it’s unclear if anything happened after that point.). We need to get some additional information and work with CUAS on this.
   2. Person leading the effort is the early career member, which could also be an issue and may be the driving force behind the aggressive timeline.
   3. Comments:
      i. Timeline may not be generous enough?
1. Given some previous conversations around gathering feedback, if they were to get enough, they might be successful, but if they have to gather more, it could extend the timeline.
   ii. Solicit/consult with people from some smaller institutions, as well as the primarily faculty member they have listed.
   iii. Plan might not be as robust as it could be, especially since there hasn’t been an update in 21 years.
   iv. Do they have a sustainability plan/plan for future review cycle?

4. Feedback for Section:
   i. Create Google Doc to submit comments, vote electronically next week

6. Standards portal updates
   1. We’re working on moving the Google Docs content to the spreadsheet and should be able to talk about next steps for contacting sponsors and sorting out orphan works at the December meeting.

7. Other updates
8. Next meeting: December 10, 2020

Standards Committee meeting
December 10, 2020

1. Updates
2. Liaison updates
   1. DACS
      i. Question about email from Lindsay on communications workflow for TS--Standards--Education/Publications. Related to major/minor, since TSs will be responsible for communicating changes to Pubs and Education.
      ii. The Technical Subcommittee on DACS has published a new version of the standard: DACS 2019.0.3. The free PDF is now available in the SAA bookstore. A press release of the new version is attached, as well as posted on the SAA website.
   2. EAS
      i. Moving ahead with revision
      ii. New form for volunteer season to incorporate international volunteers
   3. AFG
      i. Sections undergoing revision are in progress/out for review and two more sections are on-going
   4. Council
      i. Standards related decisions
         1. TS-AFG membership extended and charge extended through next fiscal year to finalize standard
3. Major/minor revisions
   1. Meeting with Nancy Beaumont after today’s Standards meeting for some minor notes and questions to sent to Council for an online vote
   2. Should hear back from Council in January, either via online vote or at the January meeting

4. Recent proposals
   1. EAD proposal passed and is going forward
   2. CAUS proposal was majority to not approve. We’ve reached out to send feedback and have offered to meet with them when they’re ready.
      i. Also got some background info on the 2006 best practices effort

5. Standards portal updates
   1. [New spreadsheet] has all standards and external standards in it!
   2. Next steps:
      i. Create email template to reach out to sections, committees, etc. who are sponsors/responsible for things that should be reviewed or for which we want to know the status
      ii. Create a Google form to include in the email
         1. Council is updating strategic plan thru 2023 and it includes a roadmap for Standards--form capture will be great. <--we should keep this in mind in developing the form. Also try to capture info that will help Standards prioritize (so we avoid prodding everyone to revise at once).
         2. What about things that aren’t on the site? Encouraging new content from groups/asking what’s missing
         iii. Start emailing in January with a deadline for end of February?
         iv. Submit simple changes like link updates
         v. We’re also thinking about a one-pager to help component groups or managing committees scope out a revision process
         vi. As part of the sustainability plan for the long term, we want to include:
            1. How/when to review sections
            2. How/when to add related resources/what’s that all about?
            3. How to submit/encourage inclusion of new content

6. Other updates/items
   1. Outreach for Standards volunteers! We want to be more proactive about encouraging people to come, learn, and help out.
      i. Emails/SAA channels
      ii. Personal networks
      iii. SNAP section
      iv. Component groups working on standards: Museum Archives, CAUS; look at other component groups
v. Mentorship program?

7. Next meeting: January 14, 2021

Standards Committee meeting
January 14, 2021

Agenda:
1. Co-Chair updates
   ● Major/minor procedures changes approved by Council on Jan 13, 2021! Yay!
     ○ Next steps: Getting web pages updated with new info and adding the form for
       submitting minor changes to the website
   ● Volunteers for SAA committees are due tomorrow. If you have anyone you want to
     contact in the final hours, please do.
   ● SAA Council meeting updates
     ○ Approved guidelines for required diversity statement of those seeking elected and
       appointed positions; info com
     ○ Approved COPP issue brief on management of judiciary records
     ○ Approved major/minor for Standards
     ○ Selected Fellows for committee on selection of Fellows
     ○ Discussed proposals from Finance Committee about alternatives dues schedules.
       Went back to FC for more work and will probably come up for vote in fall 2021.
   ● Museum Studies section has put out their revised guidelines for comment
   ● No news from College and University Archives Section

2. Liaison updates
   ● TS-EAS
     ○ Preparing EAC-CPF call for comments, hopefully in February
     ○ Set up form for soliciting international members to TS-EAS and already have a
       number of applications

3. DACS major change submission discussion and vote
   ● Question: Pg 3 regarding data types and respondents. Could it be more clear that this is
     respondents and representation of SAA members?
     ○ Yes, that can be adjusted
   ● Question: Pg 4 Efforts at the second round of feedback, there’s a note about where the
     calls were distributed for 1st and 2nd go-around. Can it be included where the calls went
     for the 3rd go-around?
     ○ Yes, can be added
   ● This submission has a complicated history. Are there things that Council or Standards
     should do to help with this process in the future?
     ○ Every situation will be different, but it might be helpful to have guidelines or
       criteria for response rates
○ Let’s incorporate this into the one-pager!
○ We can also figure out where this kind of useful info would go in the larger community guidelines that Council may be able to codify for Standards Committee, at the very least.
- Kudos to Matthew for leading and managing this effort
- Vote from Committee: Approved! With minor edits
- Next step: Kira will write up agenda item for Council (next meeting is March 17 and we’ll get item to Council in Feb)
  ○ Agenda item should include a brief history, since there are new Council members who may not know the history

4. Standards Portal
- No updates, but planning on following up on steps from December meeting this month

5. Next meeting: February 11, 2021

[Note: February 11, 2021 meeting was cancelled]

Standards Committee meeting
March 11, 2021

1. Co-chair updates
   a. TS-DACS major change agenda items sent
   b. DACS Rights Statement item sent to Council for discussion
      i. Up for online discussion, which is currently open
      ii. Will be voted on online soon
   c. Candidate statement for this year’s election should be out soon

2. Liaison updates
   a. TS-DACS
      i. Started work on plan for implementation of the principles, which will be a multi-year project. Will use of Github for documentation.
      ii. Still a couple of outstanding issues/pull requests in discussion before coming to Standards
   b. Education Committee/Graduate Archival Subcommittee
      i. https://www2.archivists.org/prof-education/graduate/gpas
      ii. Working on curriculum documentation and polishing some language
      iii. Gina has given them some updates on the process for making changes and working with us
      iv. However, this may not be part of Standards responsibilities, so we’ll look into it
   c. College and University Archives Section
      i. Possible revised proposal by April meeting
   d. TS-EAS
i. Draft ready and will be coming out soon
   1. Open for 3 months for call for comments
   2. Hoping to wrap by the end of the calendar year
   3. Forthcoming webinar

ii. Will be testing the minor revision process for EAD3 tag library and adding some new examples. Form filled out and will be headed to Standards soon.
   1. Question about managing ISBN number and have been in touch with Publications about future updates of electronic version
   2. Newest version of the tag library will be headed to the Publications website

iii. EAD2002 Schema will have some updates as well to prevent continuous need for minor changes.

iv. RiC: next release expected in April--we may want to consider discussion/feedback in May if that happens

3. Standards portal - status updates and action items
   a. Draft survey form
      i. Kira will make a Google Doc version for comment
   b. Draft email text
   c. Updates to the spreadsheet
      i. Update to skip anything revised after 2018
      ii. Look at external standards and see if their websites have new versions/updated dates (if so, we may just need to review our websites and try to find a contact)
      iii. Clean up the list of people we ACTAULLY need to contact
   d. Next steps/timeline:
      i. Committee comments/feedback on form and text by 3/22
      ii. Assign committee members to reach out to standard “managers” by the end of March
      iii. Request form be filled out by (4/??)

4. Planning for annual meeting – starting to brainstorm about what we might want to do with our meeting time
   a. Lighting talks + breakouts
      i. Standards Portal?
      ii. Talking about community feedback process?
      iii. Talking about changes to minor change process?

Standards Committee meeting
April 8, 2021

1. Co-chair updates
   a. Governance meetings will be in July and Felicia will be reaching out to schedule
b. TS-GRD
   i. Standard is coming up for review, but membership is rolling off as a whole, so we’re working with them
   ii. [https://www2.archivists.org/groups/technical-subcommittee-on-guidelines-for-reappraisal-and-deaccessioning-ts-grd](https://www2.archivists.org/groups/technical-subcommittee-on-guidelines-for-reappraisal-and-deaccessioning-ts-grd)

C. Voting is open for Council and leadership

d. Council updates
   i. Lots of updates, but Meg will send via email
   ii. Beginning to interview candidates for Executive Director position

2. Liaison updates
   a. Museum Archives Section
      i. Updating guidelines
      ii. Will have final draft in advance of Annual Meeting
   b. College and University ARchives Section
      i. No updates on revised guidelines
   c. TS-DACS
      i. Announcement out about right statement
      ii. Form for submitting issues if people aren’t using GitHub
      iii. Meeting Monday
   d. TS-EAS
      i. EAC-CPF revision 2.0 was sent out with a call for comments, open through June 30th.
      ii. Forthcoming webinars:
         1. EAC-CPF will be hosted on 4/27 and 4/29. Same content for each.
         2. Also an EAD focused webinar likely before end of June.
      iii. EAD 2002 schema (aiming to submit in May for June meeting) and EAD3 tag library (aim to submit by 4/26 in advance of May meeting) have some minor revisions coming

3. Annual meeting planning / scheduling
   a. Need to work TSs to avoid overlap
      i. Not too late in the afternoon if we can avoid it
   b. Meeting is open to everyone
   c. We have access to SAA Zoom; schedule is more condensed this year
   d. Lighting talks + breakouts
      i. Standards Portal?
      ii. Talking about community feedback process?
      iii. Talking about changes to minor change process?
      iv. [sorry, I missed that--what are we adding as a 4th item?]
      v. RiC feedback gathering?
e. Might also want to put out a call for proposals that don’t get accepted relating to Standards to have a speaker

4. Standards Portal
   a. Draft survey form
      i. Kira will make a Google Doc version for comment
   b. Draft email text

Standards Committee meeting

May 13, 2021

1. Co-chair updates
   a. Summer meeting, July 13, 12-2
   b. TS-GRD
   c. TS-EAS/ISO purchasing

2. Liaison updates
   a. Education Committee follow up: Does Guidelines for a Graduate Program in Archival Studies need to go thru normal review?
   b. TS-DACS
      i. No updates
      ii. Patrick and Alston will be presenting at TS-DACS meeting in summer
   c. TS-EAS
      i. Minor changes
      ii. Additional submission for June meeting
      iii. Working on new membership

3. Diversity Committee published some guidance that Standards in mentioned in--future topic: repariative description

4. TS-EAS minor change request discussion
   a. Email vote after the meeting

5. Annual meeting planning / scheduling
   a. April notes on this
   b. Business matters/business stuff/logistics (45 min)
      i. Regular business
      ii. Talking about changes to minor change process?
   c. Lightning talks/breakouts (7 min per talk w/ questions; 30 min in breakouts; 15 everybody back together)
      i. Standards Portal?
         1. Breakout: Kira + Gina
      ii. Talking about community feedback process?
         1. Breakout:
      iii. RiC feedback gathering?
         1. Breakout:
Diversity Committee: Feedback and Recommendations Following Black Lives and Archives Forums?

1. Breakout: Faith & Rory

People can move between breakouts and/or we can use the main room as a place for other conversations

6. Standards Portal
   a. If we take out “recently updated” standards (2018 or later), there are only 9 left. Two of those don’t have any sort of parent body responsible for them, since they were created by one-time task forces.
   b. We can reach out to the 7 that have a responsibility entity (and I think three of those are in review or review is pending)

Standards Committee meeting
June 10, 2021

Updates
a. Co-Chair updates (I was going to broadly mention the TS-GRD and Museum Section updates)
   i. Standards Portal update – is this an appropriate place to do an update? I’m not sure we’ll have a ton of time to get into standards portal stuff, but we can always circle back if we have time at the end.
   ii. TS-GRD
   iii. TS-AFG
   iv. Museum Archives section working on packet
b. Council updates
   SAA Council Approves Requirement for Salary Transparency | Society of American Archivists: Most notable is the requirement for salary transparency which will affect the SAA job board and jobs posted by component groups to their microsites or listserves.
   
   Additionally, we have appointed a new ED, Jacqueline Price Osafo:
   Jacqueline Price Osafo Appointed SAA Executive Director | Society of American Archivists

c. Liaison/TS updates
   TS-EAS: minor change request; updates to roster forthcoming (5 new and 2 reappointed international members + early career member); recent webinars on usage and revision; EAC-CPF call for comments ends this month
   TS-DACS: earlier committee vacancy has been filled by Donnally Walton; waiting on new appointments; focused on annual meeting planning

2. Voting
a. TS-EAS minor change request
b. College and Universities Guidelines Proposal for Review

c. Accessibility Guidelines custodianship change

Note requesting change: The Accessibility & Disability Section is requesting custodianship of the Guidelines for Accessible Archives for People with Disabilities, which was originally placed under the custodianship of the Reference, Access, and Outreach Section at the time of its approval in March 2019. The Accessibility & Disability Section (ADS) wasn’t approved and formed until August 2019, later that year, so at the time RAO was the most suitable option. As the Guidelines approach the revision year of 2022, the Accessibility & Disability Section leadership approached the RAO section with this idea and RAO is supportive of this change. We (ADS) are grateful for RAO’s understanding and support of this transition and look forward to their continued collaboration and involvement as the Guidelines continue to evolve.

Names and affiliations of ADS and RAO leadership in support (alphabetical by last name):
Dr. Lydia Tang, Immediate Past Chair, Accessibility & Disability Section
Marissa Vassari, Chair of Reference, Access, and Outreach Section

D. voting will take place electronically after the meeting, since we are missing several members

3. Annual Meeting

a. Logistics overview
   Tech session will happen to test things!

b. Agenda (in development)

c. Breakout sessions – finalize topics and moderators

d. To Do list
   Finalize lightning talks
   Finalize breakout leaders
   Write prompt questions
   Create/setup room and breakouts
   Write blurb/promote event

Standards Committee Annual Business Meeting Agenda 2021
(times currently listed in EST)

Link to calendar/registration
Total attendance: 22
Meeting recording:
https://www.pathlms.com/saa/events/2635/event_sections/12225/video_presentations/206067
1. 12-12:05: Welcome and call to order
   a. Introductions and New Members
   b. Recognition of outgoing members
2. 12:05-12:10: Council Liaison update (Meg Tuomala)
3. 12:10-12:15: Standards Committee updates (Lindsay Wittwer and Kira Dietz)
4. 12:15-12:40: Constituent Group updates (5 min per group)
   a. TS-Guidelines for Reappraisal and Deaccessioning (Dara Baker)
   b. TS-DACS (Matthew Gorham)
   c. TS-EAS (Karin Bredenberg)
   d. TS-Archival Facilities Guidelines (rep: David Owings)
   e. External Groups
      i. Expert Group on Archival Description/ICA (Bethany Anderson)
5. 12:40-1:10: Lightning Talks (4 talks - 7 min each [5-6 min talk + 1-2 min questions] )
   a. Records in Context (Daniel Pitti and Florence Clavaud)
   b. Community Feedback (Matthew Gorham)
   c. Diversity Committee: Feedback and Recommendations Following Black Lives and Archives Forums (Kelly Wooten and Teresa Mora)
   d. Standards Portal (Kira Dietz)
6. 1:10-1:40: Break out sessions (30 min)
   a. Records in Context (moderators: Eric)
   b. Community Feedback (moderators: Jennifer and Wendy)
   c. Diversity (moderators: Faith and Rory)
   d. Standards Portal (moderators: Kira and Gina)
   e. Questions about Standards/Other breakouts in main room (Lindsay)
7. 1:40-1:55: Report Back (20 min)
8. 1:55-2:00: Wrap up and closing remarks (Kira)

Meeting Notes
1. Welcome and call to order
2. Council Liaison update (Meg Tuomala)
   a. Council hasn’t had annual meeting yet
   b. Per strategic plan, work plan for furthering DEI, accessibility, and cultural competency is forthcoming; open forum is on Friday, August 6
   c. Current strategic plan:
   d. New executive director starts on July 15!
   e. A*Census 2 is probably coming out soon, starting in September; open forum on Friday, August 6
   f. Budget deficit approved, component groups were not funded
   g. Register for SAA (early bird is still available this week)
   h. Section and committee meetings happening in July
i. Elections close 7/16

3. Standards Committee updates (Lindsay Wittwer and Kira Dietz)
   a. Wrapping up the year, working on annual report
   b. It’s been a busy year and we know more revisions are on the horizon in the upcoming year

4. Constituent Group updates
   a. TS-Guidelines for Reappraisal and Deaccessioning (Dara Baker)
      i. Current TS took over from the originally appointed group
      ii. Hoping with Standards support to add some new members and address some newer issues in the field
      iii. Happy hour during SAA, info forthcoming
   b. TS-DACS (Matthew Gorham)
      i. Annual business meeting 7/12
      ii. Successfully added 8.2 and 13.1 Rights Statement elements to DACS
      iii. Discussions and brainstorming around revising DACS to reflect the Principles
          1. Goal for next year: draft plan/roadmap for doing this
   c. TS-EAS (Karin Bredenberg)
      i. New committee appointments, reappointments, and an early career member
      ii. Webinars and tutorials this part year (available on SAA YouTube)
      iii. EAC-CPF major revision in progress; planned release for 2.0 by January 2022
      iv. EAD major revision process started
      v. Link to slides
   d. TS-Archival Facilities Guidelines (rep: David Owings)
      i. Regrouping after change in leadership
      ii. Gathering information and drafts of what members are doing
      iii. Most chapters are ready for peer review
      iv. TS and Standards need to follow up with Publications re: peer-review process; TS leadership
   e. External Groups
      i. Expert Group on Archival Description/ICA (Bethany Anderson)
         1. Release of RiC and RiC-CM in 2020
         2. Release of RiC-O in 2021
         3. New document in process, RiC-IAD (Introduction to Archival Description), forthcoming
         4. Issues template for community feedback
         5. Link to projects using RiC

5. Lightning Talks
a. Records in Context (Daniel Pitti and Florence Clavaud)
   i. Mappings from EAD2002 and EAC-CPF files to RiC-O (as implemented in RiC-O Converter):
      https://github.com/ArchivesNationalesFR/rico-converter/tree/master/ricoc
      onverter/ricoconverter-doc/src/main/resources
b. Community Feedback (Matthew Gorham)
c. Diversity Committee: Feedback and Recommendations Following Black Lives and Archives Forums (Kelly Wooten and Teresa Mora)
d. Standards Portal (Kira Dietz)

6. Q&A/Conversations
   a. We skipped breakouts and had a general Q&A!

Presentation Links
(Note: most presenters did not have slides, but everything was recorded and will be on the SAA website)
   ● Diversity Committee: Feedback and Recommendations Following Black Lives and Archives Forums (Report Link)
   ● Standards Portal Revision (Kira Dietz)

Breakout Rooms
Note: Due to low attendance, we did not have breakout rooms, just a general Q&A.
Appendix B: TS-GRD

Annual Report: Technical Subcommittee on Guidelines for Reappraisal and Deaccessioning (TS-GRD)
August 2021

Membership
Dara Baker, TS-GRD chair
Dainan Skeem
Danielle Emerling
Elizabeth Russell

Activities/Summary

Note: Due to the impending annual report deadline, this summary was compiled by the Standards Committee from recent email exchanges and the report provided at the Standards Committee Annual Meeting in July.

TS-GRD work continued to be impacted by COVID-19 and in recent conversations, the TS has expressed that they feel their work has changed some (noted below) and want to focus on some additions to the guidelines. Standards Committee members will be meeting with them this fall to talk about the new direction, their strategies for feedback gathering, and how we can support creation of this addition/revision.

Last update from the chair (July 2020):

The profession has moved in a direction that we think supports the work of the TS-GRD in a much more direct fashion than when we started. Initially, we were tasked with determining if a revision to the guidelines was needed--and we had a hard start up due to the replacement of all the previous members with new faces--and minimal transition work or documentation.

All the members agree that two key areas are directly applicable to the Guidelines and our work: reparative description and digital reprocessing. The need to reassess, reappraise, and reprocess collections based on reparative description principles and actions; deaccessioning based on decolonization of collections and the desire to expand collection scope for underrepresented/populations disadvantaged by majority history; and digital reprocessing. That said, we do not believe that the full guidelines do not need to be revised, we just need an addition--focused on these two areas.
To do this, we request, and support the recommendation to add 2-3 new voices preferably with experience in one or both of those areas to the group. We strongly support the idea of bringing on 2-3 new members with specific areas of specialization, discussed above, to ensure continuity for the TS, presuming this is desired by the Standards Committee and SAA writ large and to address our own DEI needs. We represent different parts of the country, different types of archives, different archival experience, but we could do more.
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Technical Subcommittee on *Describing Archives: A Content Standard* (TS-DACS) Annual Report
August 2021

The Technical Subcommittee on *Describing Archives: A Content Standard* (TS-DACS) remains active and productive in fulfillment of its charge to oversee the timely and ongoing intellectual and technical maintenance and development of *Describing Archives: A Content Standard* (DACS).

This report covers the period July 2020-June 2021.

**Overview**

This year was an unusual one for TS-DACS, due primarily to the ongoing impact of the COVID-19 pandemic. Due to the challenges that the pandemic posed to the subcommittee’s members in both their professional and personal lives, the co-chairs made an intentional choice to set modest and realistic goals for the year, while still striving to keep the subcommittee’s members engaged, and be responsive to the needs of its user community. The year was also unusual because TS-DACS found itself at a bit of a crossroads, having just completed, or nearing completion of many significant projects, and trying to determine the next phase of its ongoing work. Due to both of these circumstances, TS-DACS’s work this year was largely exploratory, and focused on discussing and planning for its next major initiative, the Principles alignment project (detailed below).

**2020 Annual Meeting**

TS-DACS held its 2020 annual meeting virtually on July 27. The subcommittee discussed its accomplishments for the previous year, including the launch of the new DACS website, resolving the process for publishing the DACS blue book, and the publicity/education around the adoption of the revised DACS Statement of Principles. Members of the subcommittee gave presentations on the DACS version control schema and the use of Github to submit and manage change requests to DACS. Lastly, the committee discussed goals and priorities for the upcoming year, chief of which was the successful adoption of the proposed rights statement elements for archival description and archival authority records.

**Change Requests**
Following discussions with SAA Council in Spring 2020 about its decision to reject the DACS rights statement proposal, TS-DACS conducted an additional round of feedback on the proposal from the DACS user community in July and August. The feedback from the user community was significant both in number (over 100 individuals responded) and in its overwhelming support for adopting the rights statement elements. As a result, TS-DACS submitted a revised proposal that was approved by both the Standards Committee and SAA Council in early 2021. The rights statement elements were officially adopted as required DACS elements in April. This was a major milestone for the subcommittee, as the approval process for the new elements took nearly four years and involved several revisions to the proposal. These are also the first two new required elements to be added to DACS since the standard switched to a continuous revision cycle in 2013.

As a result of its discussions with SAA Council about this change request, Council also developed new guidelines for what constitutes sufficient and appropriate community feedback for proposed changes to SAA-approved Standards. TS-DACS also developed a new, more targeted and strategic approach for gathering feedback on its own change requests. Taken together, these changes will help both TS-DACS and other Technical Subcommittees by establishing a more clear and transparent process for gathering and assessing community feedback on changes to standards.

Publicity and Outreach

TS-DACS continued to perform active and regular outreach to its user community via Twitter and postings to SAA listservs, particularly around the call for feedback on the rights statement proposal, as well as publicity around its successful adoption.

Principles Alignment Project

Ever since the revised DACS Statement of Principles was written and adopted, TS-DACS has recognized that the rules of DACS would need to be revised in order to fully align the standard with the new principles, which differ significantly from the previous iteration of the Statement of Principles. The adoption of the rights statement elements were a first step toward this effort, since they bring DACS into alignment with principle 8. With this in mind, the subcommittee spent the bulk of its virtual meetings in 2020-2021 discussing, brainstorming, and planning for a major revision of DACS to bring it in full alignment with the principles. The preliminary work that the subcommittee completed this year has prepared it to begin work on a draft proposal for the revision, which it hopes to complete in the upcoming year.
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TS-EAS Report, Standards Committee

July 5, 2021

Membership

2020-2021

- Karin Bredenberg, co-chair
- Mark Custer, co-chair
- Anila Anjeli
- Kerstin Arnold
- Florence Clavaud
- Wim van Dongen
- Alexander Duryee
- Glenn Gardner (ex officio)
- Iris Lee
- Anna McCormick
- Gerhard Müller (ex officio)
- Cory Nimer
- Noah Huffman
- Silke Jagodzinski
- Joost van Koutrik
- Caitlin Rizzo
- Aaron Rubinstein
- Sara Schliep (Early-career member)
- Ailie Smith
- Adrian Turner

Glenn Gardner and Gerhard Müller continue to serve as ex officio members and maintain the websites for EAD and EAC-CPF at the Library of Congress and the Staatsbibliothek zu Berlin respectively. Both also participate in one of the TS-EAS subteams.

We also had three liaison positions this year:

- Betts Coups (EAS Section liaison)
- Jane LaBarbara (Collection Management Section liaison)
- Eric Sonnenberg (Standards liaison)
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For the upcoming year, we have four reappointments: Mark will continue to serve as our U.S. co-chair (term extended two years), and Kerstin and Silke have also been reappointed (with one-year and four-year terms respectively). Additionally, we will be welcoming nine members to TS-EAS (five International, four U.S.-based), replacing those members who are rotating off, as well as a new early-career member.

**General Meeting Schedule**

TS-EAS continues to meet at the SAA Annual meeting and to meet virtually as an entire group three times per year. Additionally, each of the working subteams set their own meeting schedules throughout the year, with most teams meeting once per month.

**Annual Meeting, 2020**

TS-EAS scheduled five online meetings focused on the EAC-CPF major revision, from July 27 - 31. Additionally, we scheduled five all-member meetings from August 2 - 6. Finally, to wrap up the conference, we also hosted an open meeting on August 13, during which time we provided the community a summary of our previous meetings as well as time for a Q&A period. Reports from those meetings were subsequently posted to our GitHub site. See:

- EAC-CPF meeting notes:  
- TS-EAS all-member meeting notes:  
- TS-EAS open meeting notes:  

**Highlights since 2020 meeting**

- The committee participated in SAA’s early-career member program this year for a second time. Sara Schliep assisted the co-chairs in planning meetings and posting minutes to GitHub. Sara also participated in the EAC subteam and assisted the EAC-CPF team lead with writing updates as part of the EAC-CPF call-for-comments
The EAC-CPF team (led by Jagodzinski) released the EAC-CPF 2.0 draft schemas and new Tag Library in March, which coincided with a call-for-comments period that lasted until June 30th. In addition to achieving this major milestone, the group is also working to develop a Best Practice Guide for EAC-CPF 2.0 and EAD.

The EAD team (led by Arnold) drafted a minor revision of the EAD3 tag library, which was approved by the Standards Committee this year. Additionally, after receiving community feedback, the EAD team drafted a minor revision / final release of the EAD2002 schemas, which was also approved by the Standards Committee this year. The group also submitted a major revision proposal for EAD, which was approved by the SAA Council. Right now, most of the EAD team’s work is focused on that major revision process, specifically by reaching out for community feedback about EAD.

The Schema team (led by Custer) assisted the EAC-CPF and EAD teams with schema updates as usual, but also updated its Schema Design principles this year, due to the EAD 2002 minor revision / final release process. Additionally, the team released an EAC 1.0 to EAC 2.0 conversion process, to assist with testing and community upgrade paths. Last, the team released a new experimental validation service (see https://saa-sdt.github.io/eas-validator/) based on feedback from the previous year’s SAA meeting.

Last, the Documentation and Outreach team (led by Nimer and Turner), continued the excellent work that it started last year. Additionally, this team worked on and released the following online webinars, all of which are now hosted on SAA’s Youtube account:

- How to Submit a Bug Report or Feature Request, 2020-08-13, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DKe1R35EO3k&t=4s
- Encoded Archival Standards: A Primer, 2021-02-19, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WYWQeBRnhz0, led by the EAS Section.
- EAC-CPF 2.0 draft release webinar, 2021-04-27 and 29: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AXZF5b2jHV8
- EAD webinar, 2021-06-02, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7gNXWg_9JoQ
- EAD webinar, 2021-06-04, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sXLnlfJJTjc

Schedule for Annual Meeting, 2021
This year, TS-EAS will hold its open meeting in collaboration with the EAS Section. That meeting is scheduled for 6 July. TS-EAS will host its all-member meeting the following day, on 7 July. TS-EAS will also share updates during other section meetings, such as the Collection Management Section.
Appendix E: TS-AFG

August 2021

Membership
Susanne Annand
Angela Fritz
Fiona Graham
Lisa Hennessey
Jeremy Linden
David Owings
Scott Teixeira
Bryan Whitledge

Activities/Summary

Note: Since TS-AFG doesn’t officially have any co-chairs yet, this summary was compiled by the Standards Committee from recent meetings and emails with the committee and the report provided at the Standards Committee Annual Meeting in July.

Michelle Pacifico stepped down in May of 2021 and in recent meetings between the membership and Standards Committee, it seemed that she was managing much of the TS’s activities and that individual members were writing separately. Since May, there have been two meetings with Standards Committee liaison to the TS, Rory Grennan, and co-chair, Kira Dietz. The committee members are working on the following:

- Identifying the status of sections and chapters, as well as collecting the files in a single location; we believe most chapters are ready for peer review
- Working with Publications to understand what the peer review process looks like (since Publications staff has also changed in the interim, we want to try and get everyone on the same page!)
- Selecting co-chairs
- Setting regular meetings and a rough timeline, to see if the project can be completed when terms end in 2022

The last email from Michele Pacifico in May indicated some status updates:

- It might be possible to begin the publishing process for Building Site, Functional Spaces, Storage Equipment, Prohibited Materials List, and the Bibliography.
• Several chapters were in draft: Building Design and Construction (with Scott), Archival Environments (with Fiona and Jeremy), and Security (with Michele)

• There was a plan to shorten fire protection, but if someone else can draft it, I can contribute editing since there is new info in the 2019 codes about fire suppression and detection, or we just refer everyone to the NFPA codes, which are induced in the Bibliography.

• Lighting - should be much shortened and perhaps some edits to the existing chart will suffice.

• Materials and finishes may be sufficient with the prohibited materials list and some general guidelines. Except for the big “not recommended,” the rest can be summarized with warnings about what to avoid. The Library of Congress refuses to publish anything on materials and finishes since the products keep changing and Canada has some great publications to refer to on this subject.
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ICA Expert Group on Archival Description (EGAD)
Report to the SAA Standards Committee
Society of American Archivists Annual Meeting
July 13, 2021

Prepared by Bethany Anderson, Steering Committee Member, ICA EGAD, and SAA representative to ICA EGAD

Overview

Since 2012, the International Council on Archives (ICA) Expert Group on Archival Description (EGAD) has been developing a standard for archival description that will replace the current ICA standards: ISAD, ISAAR, ISDF, and ISDIAH.

The standard under development, Records in Contexts (RiC), will have four parts when completed:

- Introduction to Archival Description (RiC-IAD)
- Conceptual Model (RiC-CM)
- Ontology (RiC-O)
- Application Guidelines (RiC-AG)

The first draft of RiC-CM was released for public comment in September 2016. Comments were received from sixty-two individuals and groups representing 19 countries. 200 pages of comments were compiled and reviewed by EGAD. Since 2016, the group has been working on a second draft of RiC-CM and an alpha RiC-O version.

EGAD holds biweekly teleconference meetings. As noted in the 2020 report, EGAD held a face-to-face meeting October 1-3, 2019 at Windsor Castle. At the Windsor meeting, EGAD decided to release version 0.1 of RiC-O by early-December 2019. Because RiC-CM is important for understanding RiC-O, but version 0.2 RiC-CM was not yet ready for release, a “preview” version of RiC-CM was released in conjunction with RiC-O.

RiC-O v0.1 and a preview of RiC-CM v0.2 were released for public review on December 12, 2019. RiC-O v0.2 was released on February 22, 2021 (https://www.ica.org/en/public-release-of-records-in-contexts-ontology-02). The finalized version of RiC-CM v0.2 is planned to be released on July 22, 2021. In addition, a separate document, RiC-IAD (Introduction to Archival Description) was created to describe the intellectual foundation for RiC that builds and expands on traditional notions of provenance (and includes text that formerly comprised section 2 of RiC-CM, “Role and Philosophy”). RiC-IAD will also be released soon. To date, current public documentation for RiC includes:
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- RiC-CM preview version 0.2: [https://www.ica.org/sites/default/files/ric-cm-0.2_preview.pdf](https://www.ica.org/sites/default/files/ric-cm-0.2_preview.pdf) (final version 0.2 is expected to be released July 22, 2021)
- RiC-O converter version 0.2 on GitHub: [https://github.com/ICA-EGAD/RiC-O](https://github.com/ICA-EGAD/RiC-O).

An issues template ([https://github.com/ICA-EGAD/RiC-CM/tree/master/.github/ISSUE_TEMPLATE](https://github.com/ICA-EGAD/RiC-CM/tree/master/.github/ISSUE_TEMPLATE)) has also been created in GitHub for RiC-CM v0.2 to collect feedback from the community once it is released.

Work on RiC-AG is contingent on RiC-CM and RiC-O being stable, with no additional major work on it anticipated until stable version 1.0 release of RiC-O and RiC-CM.

**Recent Implementations of RiC**

A list of projects and tools using RiC-O is available here (a page which is a part of RiC-O information website): [https://ica-egad.github.io/RiC-O/projects-and-tools.html](https://ica-egad.github.io/RiC-O/projects-and-tools.html)

RiC-O v0.2 is now included in the Linked Open Vocabularies (LOV) platform ([https://lov.linkeddata.es](https://lov.linkeddata.es)), where it is indexed and can be queried and displayed. For more information, see: [https://lov.linkeddata.es/dataset/lov/vocabs/rico](https://lov.linkeddata.es/dataset/lov/vocabs/rico).

Social Networks and Archival Context Cooperative (SNAC) ([https://snaccooperative.org/](https://snaccooperative.org/)) plans to implement a subset of RiC-O primarily focused on the description of Agents (corporate bodies, persons, and families) and Record Resources. While the descriptions of Agents in SNAC are detailed, the descriptions of Record Resources are summary descriptions with links to full descriptions in the catalogs of the holding repositories. In addition to the descriptions of Agents and Record Resources, the RiC-O Relations will be used for relations among these entities. When the work is completed, the SNAC social-document network or graph will be exposed as a SPARQL endpoint.

The French Archival Portal FranceArchives ([https://francearchives.fr/](https://francearchives.fr/)) has chosen RiC-O as the reference ontology for its future RDF web app.

On May 18, 2021, Memobase ([https://memobase.ch/](https://memobase.ch/)) was launched. This portal re-unites the audiovisual heritage of 80 institutions in Switzerland (mostly German/French/Italian). EGAD steering committee member Tobias Wildi was involved in the project and developed the data model based on RiC (v0.1) and EBUcore-ontologies.